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Abstract
In conversation, speakers and addressees work together in the making of a
definite reference. In the model we propose, the speaker initiates the process
by presenting or inviting a noun phrase. Before going on to the next contribution, the participants,
if necessary, repair, expand on, or replace the noun
phrase in an iterative process until they reach a version they mutually accept.
In doing so they try to minimize their joint effort. The preferred procedure is
for the speaker to present a simple noun phrase and for the addressee to accept
it by allowing the next contribution
to begin. We describe a communication
task in which pairs of people conversed about arranging complex figures and
show how the proposed model accounts for many features of the references
they produced. The model follows, we suggest, from the mutual responsibility
that participants in conversation bear toward the understanding of each utterance.

Conversation is the fundamental site of languageuse. For many people, even
for whole societies, it is the only site, and it is the primary one for children
acquiring language. From this perspective other arenas of language usenovels, newspapers, lectures, street signs, rituals-are derivative or secondary. How, then, do speaking and understanding work in conversation? For
psychologists this ought to be a central question, but surprisingly, it has not
been. The main attempts to answer it have come instead from philosophy
and sociology.
Among philosophers the study of conversation grew out of ,an analysis of
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what speakersmean and what listeners understand them to mean. The idea
was that, when speakersutter sentences,they do so with certain intentions
toward their addressees.They assert, request, promise, and perform other
illocutionary acts, and their interlocutors are expected to recognize these
intentions (Austin, 1962; Grice, 1957, 1968; Schiffer, 1972; Searle, 1969). In
1967Grice argued that, for this scheme to work, people in conversation must
be cooperative. Speakers must try to “make their contribution such as is
required, at the stageat which it occurs, by the acceptedpurpose or direction
of the talk exchangein which [they] are engaged(Grice, 1975,p. 45) .” Only
then can their partners go beyond what is “said” to infer what is conversationally “implicated” (Grice, 1975, 1978).
Among sociologists the issue has been how people direct the course of
conversation and repair its inherent troubles. As this work has shown, people
in conversation manage who is to talk at which times through an intricate
system of turn taking (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). Further, when
one person speaks, the others not only listen but let the speaker know they
are understanding-with head nods, yes’s, uh huh’s, and other so-called back
channel responses(Duncan, 1973; Goodwin, 1981; Schegloff, 1981; Yngve,
1970). When listeners don’t understand, or when other troubles arise, they
can interrupt for correction or clarification (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks,
1977). The participants also have techniques for initiating, guiding, and terminating conversationsand the topics within them (Schegloff, 1968;Schegloff
& Sacks, 1973).
In both traditions a central issue is coordination: How do the participants
in a conversation coordinate on the content and timing of what is meant and
understood? The issue, however, cannot be resolved within either tradition
alone. In the first tradition conversation is idealized as a successionof illocutionary acts- assertions, questions, promises-each uttered and understood clearly and completely (Gazdar, 1979; Kamp, 1981; Stalnaker, 1978).
Yet from the secondtradition we know that many utterances remain incomplete and only partly understood until corrected or amplified in further exchanges.How are these two views to be reconciled?
In this paper we propose a resolution for an essentialuse of language:how
people in conversation coordinate in the making of a definite reference. Our
concern is not with semantic reference, but with speaker’sreference-not, for
example, with what the phrase the clown with the red nose means, but with
what the speaker does in referring, say, to a clown as part of an assertion
that the clown is funny (Donnellan, 1978; Kripke, 1977; Searle, 1969). Our
premise is that making such a reference is a collaborative process requiring
actions by both speakersand interlocutors. To some it may appear self-evident that the process is collaborative, but it is one thing to assumeit is and
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quite another to understand why it is and how it works. The goal here is
important,
since, if conversation is fundamental,
its processes are likely to
underlie or shape those in other uses of language as well.
In the first section of this paper, then, we offer evidence for the premise
itself and outline what we will call a collaborative
model for the process of
reference. In the second and third sections we describe an experiment
on
referring and use it to corroborate and fill in details of the model. In the final
section we return to the general issue of coordination
and note problems still
to be resolved.
Referring

in conversation

Traditionally,
philosophers,
linguists, and psychologists have presupposed
what might be called a literary model of definite reference. Speakers refer as
if they were writing to distant readers. When Elizabeth selects the noun
phrase the clown with a red nose in talking to Sam, the assumption is that she
intends it to enable him to identify the clown uniquely. She satisfies her
intentions by issuing the noun phrase. Her act of referring is cotemporal with
that noun phrase, beginning with the and ending with nose. Further, she
retains complete responsibility
and control over the course of this process.
Sam hears the definite description as if he were reading it and, if successful,
infers the identity of the referent. But his actions have no bearing on hers
in this reference.
The literary model makes these tacit idealizations.
(1) The reference is
expressed linguistically with one of three standard types of noun phrase-a
proper noun (e.g., Napoleon, King George), a definite description (this year,
the man with the moustache), or a pronoun (he, this, they). (2) The speaker
uses the noun phrase intending the addressee to be able to identify the referent uniquely against their common ground. (3) The speaker satisfies her
intention simply by the issuing of that noun phrase. And (4) the course of
the process is controlled by the speaker alone.
A conversational model of the process, however, ought to look quite different for three reasons. First, in conversation unlike writing, speakers have
limited time for planning and revision. They need to overcome this limitation,
and in doing so they may exploit techniques possible only in conversational
settings. Second, speech is evanescent. The listener has to attend to, hear,
and try to understand
an utterance at virtually the same time it is being
issued. That requires a type of process synchronization
not found in reading.
And third, listeners in conversations aren’t mute or invisible during an utterance. Speakers may alter what they say midcourse based on what addressees
say and do.
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Indeed, once we look at actual conversations, we find that the four idealizations of the literary model are very wide of the mark. To see this, let us
turn to eight types of examplesthat fail on one or more of these assumptions.
Eight problems
Self-corrected noun phrases. Consider this attested utterance: She was giving
me all the people that were gone this year I mean this quarter y’know (from

Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 364, in simplified notation). The speakerbegan the
referential process by uttering all the people that were gone this year, but
corrected the last two words to this quarter in what Schegloff et al. (1977)
called a self-initiated repair. The referential process,clearly, isn’t cotemporal
with one particular noun phrase, since two noun phrases were uttered in
succession.It is more naturally described as a process in which the speaker
decided midcourse to repair the initial noun phrase, indicated her change
with I mean, and then uttered this quarter (see Levelt, 1983). The process
began with all the people and was completed with y’know.
Expanded noun phrases. Although the first noun phrase a speaker utters
may be technically correct, he or she may still judge it insufficient and change
course, as here (from Cohen, 1985):
S. Take the spout-the little one that looks like the end of an oil canJ. Okay.
S. -and put that on the opening in the other large tube. With the
round top.
S began with the spout. But when he saw that it was insufficient for J to pick
out the referent, he expanded on it with the parenthetical noun phrase. Ordinarily, parenthetical phrasesare nonrestrictive-not neededfor identifying
the referent. Here, the parenthetical phrase was deemed necessary, and S
changed course midutterance to add it.
Episodic noun phrases. For similar reasons, once S completed the other
large tube, he judged that to be insufficient as well and added the restrictive
phrase with the round top under a separateintonation contour, as part of a
new tone group. He produced a single noun phrase, but intonationally, he
divided it into two information units. We will call this an episodic noun
phrase, and it is another nonstandard type.
Other-corrected
noun phrases. The process becomes more complicated
when the addresseemakes the repair, as with A’s reference to Monday in
this example (from Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 369):
B. How long y’gonna be here?
A. Uh- not too long. Uh just til uh Monday.
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Til- oh yih mean like a week f’m tomorrow.
Yah.
[Continues]

A initiated the referential
process by uttering Monday. Uncertain of the
intended referent, B offered a correction,
which A accepted, all before B
proceeded. The process took place over several turns and was participated
in by both A and B.
In the four cases so far, then, the speakers changed the course of their
reference after uttering an initial noun phrase. They did so in reaction to both
their own and their addressee’s judgments of inadequacy or error. But speakers are not merely reactive. At other times they bring addressees into the
referential process by the very design of their utterance. Consider the next
four classes of examples.
Trial lzoulz phrases. Some noun phrases are uttered with a rising intonation,
or try marker (Sacks & Schegloff, 1979), imposed on them, as in this example
(from Cohen, 1985):
S.
J.
S.
J.
S.

Okay now, the small blue cap we talked about before?
Yeah.
Put that over the hole on the side of that tubeYeah.
-that is nearest to the top, or nearest to the red handle.

With the small blue cap we talked about before? S asks J to say whether or
not he has understood S’s reference. The process begins when S utters this
phrase and ends only with J’s yeah. If J hadn’t understood, the process would
have continued as here (from Sacks & Schegloff, 1979):
A.
B.
A.

. . . well I was the only one other than than the uhm tch Fords?,
Uh Mrs. Holmes Ford? You know uh=
=the the cellist?
[ Oh yes. She’s she’s the cellist.
Yes. Well she and her husband were there.

When A received no reply to Fords? she offered the expanded noun phrase
Mrs. Holmes Ford? and then went to the cellist? before B implicated that she
had identified the referent. The referential process was continued until A
said yes confirming that B’s display of understanding
was correct.
Installment noun phrases. Speakers can also utter noun phrases in installments, as we will call them, and invite addressees to affirm their understanding of each installment. In the earlier example, S began the hole on the side
of that tube, paused for confirmation
from J, and then completed the noun
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phrase with that is nearest to the top, or nearest to the red handle. As with his
trial noun phrase, S made the course of his reference contingent on the
addressee’smidcourse response.
Dummy noun phrases. Speakerssometimes initiate the referential process
with terms like what’s-his-name, whatchamacallit,
whatzit, or thingamabob,
which we will call dummy nouns or noun phrases. Consider: If he puts it into
the diplomatic bag, as urn-what’s-his-name,
Micky Cohn, did, then it’s not so
bad (from Svartvik & Quirk, 1980, p. 35). The speaker recognized from the
start that what’s-his-name was inadequate as a definite description. Yet,

pressedfor time, he used it to initiate the referential process until he could
replace it with an adequate noun phrase, Micky Cohn. Dummy noun phrases
are not standard, and when speakers use them, they do not intend them to
enable their addresseesto identify the referent uniquely. Dummy noun
phrases are uttered only as part of a more extended process.
Proxy noun phrases. In some circumstances, the speaker makes it clear
that a noun phrase is to come next, but the addresseeactually utters it. Here
is one of many spontaneous examples recorded by Wilkes-Gibbs (unpublished) :
A. That tree has, uh, uh .. .
B. tentworms.
A. Yeah.
B. Yeah.
A initiated the referential process by halting at a place where he needed a
noun phrase and uttering two uhs. B helped out by offering a proxy, or
stand-in, noun phrase she thought appropriate. A confirmed the proxy with
yeah, and then B responded to A’s full assertion. B took part in the process
from the very beginning.
As all eight examples make plain, a conversational model of the referential
process must be quite different from the literary model. First, many noun
phrasesare distinctly nonliterary in form or nonstandard in intonation. These
include trial, episodic, installment, dummy, and proxy noun phrases.Second,
the process takes a very different course in conversation than in literature.
In all eight examples, speakers went beyond the issuing of standard noun
phrases; in three examples they deliberately drew the addresseesinto the
process; and in three they began by knowingly issuing a questionable or
inadequate noun phrase. What characterizes these examples is that the
speaker and addresseeput in extra effort, generally together, to make sure
the reference has been understood. To understand the process of referring,
we need to know how this works.
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understanding

SupposeA, a man, is speaking to B, a woman, and refers to a dog. In making
the reference, according to most theories, A intends the identity of the dog
to become part of A’s and B’s mutual knowledge or beliefs (see Clark &
Marshall, 1981). Establishing such mutual knowledge or belief is a stringent
requirement. To meet it, A must convince himself that the identity of the
dog is truly going to become part of their common ground. If at any moment
in making the reference he thinks it won’t, he should change or expand on
what he has done so far. The same requirement applies to B, since she is
trying to understand A’s reference. To meet it, she should find ways of letting
A know, as she listens, whether or not she is understanding him. Indeed, A
should supposethat she is cooperating in precisely this way.
For each reference, then, A and B should have proceduresfor establishing
the mutual belief, at some level of confidence, that B has identified A’s
reference. We have already seen evidence in our examples that they do.
These procedures, we will argue, are inherently collaborative.
The evidence is clearest when B believes she may not have identified A’s
referent and attempts to repair the problem, as in our earlier example:
B. Til- oh yih mean like a week f’m tomorrow.
A. Yah.
These turns constitute a side sequence, a block of exchangesembedded within
or between anticipated contributions to the conversation (Jefferson, 1972;
Schegloff, 1972). So although the side sequence was initiated by B, it was
completed by A before the conversation was allowed to proceed. That was
neededfor them to mutually believe that B had now understood A’s reference
correctly.
More often, A and B have to establish that B has understood the reference,
and for this, B can use a simple expedient: allowing the next contribution to
continue. Suppose the conversation had continued this way:
B. How long y’gonna be here?
A. Uh- not too long. Uh just til uh Monday.
B. Oh that’s too bad.
By asserting Oh that’s too bad, B would be passing up the opportunity to
correct a possible misunderstanding and would thereby be implicating that
she understood A’s reference. “Regularly, then,” as Sacks et al. (1974, p.
728) put it, “a turn’s talk will display its speaker’s understanding of a prior
turn’s talk, and whatever other talk it marks itself as directed to” (see also
Goffman, 1976). Note that going on wouldn’t necessarily mean B had truly
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understood.
She might not recognize her misunderstanding,
or she might
want to claim she had understood when she hadn’t. But in either case, going
on is a signal that B believes she has understood.
In the first case she is
making a mistake; in the second she is using the signal to deceive.
The same mutual belief can be established more directly by what Schegloff
(1981) has called CoIztinuers, as in his example from a radio call-in show (p.
80):
A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
B.

Now, I wanna ask you something, I wrote a letter.
Mh hm,
T’the governor
Mh hm: : ,
-telling ‘im what I thought about i(hh)m!
(Sh:::!)
Will I get an answer d’you think,
Yes.

(pause)

By inserting the continuers mh hm and sh::: while A’s turn was still underway,
according to Schegloff, B was showing, first, that she was paying attention
and realized that A was in the middle of an extended unit of talk. At the
same time, she was explicitly signaling that she was passing up the opportunity
to initiate a repair on the turn so far and, by implication,
that she understood
the turn so far. With the second Mh hm ::, for example, she was claiming to
understand the phrase t’the governor and, therefore, the definite reference it
contained. The same holds for the other definite references.
B may even be intended to interrupt A as soon as she believes she has
identified the referent, as in this example (from Sacks, quoted by Jefferson,
1973, p. 59):
A.
B.
A.

I heard you were at the beach yesterday. What’s her name, oh you
know, the tall redhead that lives across the street from Larry? The
one who drove him to work the day his car I/ wasOh Gina!
Yeah Gina. She said she saw you at the beach yesterday.

A indicated he would go on until B identified the referent. Indeed, he stopped
at B’s interruption
and completed the process by confirming B’s identification
with Yeah Gina.
Taken together, this evidence suggests that A and B accept mutual responsibility for each definite reference. Roughly speaking, they try to establish
the mutual belief that B has understood A’s reference before they go on. So
far we have only informal examples of how they do this. The challenge is to
characterize the system and the logic behind it.
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acceptance

The idea behind

we are taking is this: A and B must
A’s references before they let the
conversation go on. Conversations
proceed in an orderly way only if the
common ground of the participants accumulates in an orderly way (see Clark,
1985; Clark & Carlson, 1981; Gazdar, 1979; Stalnaker, 1978). A and B must
therefore establish the mutual belief that B has understood,
or appears to
have understood, A’s current utterance before they go on to the next contribution to the conversation. They establish that belief, we argue, through an
acceptance process.
The two basic elements in this process are (a) a presentation and (b) an
acceptance. Suppose A wants to refer to a mutually identifiable dog. To do
so, he presents, as we will put it, the standard noun phrase the dog that just
barked. With this presentation
A presupposes a number of things. First, he
believes B is now paying attention, is able to hear and identify the words,
and understands English. Second, he believes B can view the referent as
fitting the description “dog that just barked.” That is, he believes that referent r can be viewed under description d. ‘And third, he believes B will be
able to pick out r uniquely with this description d along with the rest of their
common ground.
Once A has made this presentation,
B must accept it, and A and B must
mutually recognize that acceptance. We propose that B has two main methods of accepting it. First, she canpresuppose acceptance, as illustrated earlier,
by continuing on to the next contribution
or by allowing A to continue.
Letting the next contribution
begin is mutually recognized as an acceptance
of the last presentation.
Second, she can assert acceptance, as with continuers,
yes, right, Z see, and head nods. These, too, are mutually
recognized as
acceptances of the last contribution.
But B may have reasons for not accepting A’s presentation.
She may not
have heard it fully; if so, she might respond What? or The dog that just what?
She may not accept d as a description of r; then she might respond, That’s a
toy not a dog. Or she may not accept that d is sufficient with their common
ground to pick out r uniquely; then she might respond Which one? When B
doesn’t accept the presentation,
A must deal with B’s implicit or explicit
questions until B does accept it. That may take several exchanges.
As our examples show, however, A’s presentation can take more complicated forms. It can be a trial or installment noun phrase, which B can accept
only by assertion. It can be a dummy noun phrase, which B isn’t intended to
accept until amended. It can be a self-corrected or expanded noun phrase,
which B is to accept only as amended. It can even be a proxy noun phrase
made by B, which A is then intended to accept.
mutually

the view of reference

accept that B has understood
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These informal examples, though suggestive, still do not specify precisely
how the acceptance process works. For that we need more systematic evidence .
References

in an experimental

task

In search of such evidence we turned to a communication
task originally
devised by Krauss and Glucksberg (Krauss & Weinheimer,
1964,1966,1967;
Krauss & Glucksberg, 1969, 1977; Glucksberg, Krauss, & Higgins, 1975; see
also Asher, 1979). In our version two students were seated at tables separated
by an opaque screen. In front of each student were 12 cards, each showing
one of the-so-called Tangram figures in Figure 1. For the person we will call
the director, the cards were already arranged in a target sequence of two rows
of six, and for the person we will call the matcher, the same figures lay in an
identical matrix but in a random sequence. (For ease of exposition, we will
talk as if the director were male and the matcher female, even though both
sexes took both roles in our task.) The director’s job was to get the matcher
quickly and accurately to rearrange her figures to match the target ordering.
They could talk back and forth as much as they needed, but the director was
to go through the positions in the array sequentially (numbered 1 to 6 on the
top row and 7 to 12 on the bottom). After they had matched their arrangements, the director’s and matcher’s figures were placed in two new random
orders, the director’s new sequence became the new target, and the procedure was repeated. They carried out the task six times, for six trials.
The collaborative view of reference makes several global predictions about
this task. First, it should take the two partners many words to reach acceptance the first time they encounter a figure since they will often need nonstandard techniques such as episodic, installment,
or expanded noun phrases.
Later references to the same figure should be shorter since they can appeal
to prior acceptance of a related description and succeed more often with
standard noun phrases, which are typically shorter. This reasoning would
account in part for Krauss and Weinheimer’s
(1964) original finding that, as
people referred repeatedly to the same figure, they tended to shorten their
noun phrases, although only if their listeners could speak in return. The
collaborative view also predicts that, since the later references are more likely
to be standard noun phrases, they should require fewer turns. For this prediction there is no evidence. We will defer more detailed predictions about the
acceptance process itself.
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Figure 1. The 12 Tangram figures arranged by directors and matchers.
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Method
Eight pairs of partners each arranged 12 figures on each of six trials. The 12
figures, each formed from different
arrangements
of seven elementary
shapes, were selected from a book with 4000 such figures collected by Elffers
(1976) from the ancient Chinese game of Tangram. These 12 were chosen
because their varying abstraction and similarity seemed to provide a good
range of difficulty. Two copies of each figure were cut out of black construction paper and pasted individually
on white 1.5 cm by 20 cm cards. The
identifying letters in Figure 1 did not appear on the stimuli.
The two students in each session drew lots for director and matcher roles.
They were told they had identical figures and would play the game six times
while timed and tape-recorded.
A timer was started on each trial when both
students were ready, and stopped when they were satisfied they had finished.
After each trial the two orderings were checked and the students were told
of the positions of any mismatches. The error rate was only 2%. The six trials
took about 25 minutes. The students, seven men and nine women, were
Stanford University undergraduates
fulfilling a course requirement.
One of us transcribed the conversations,
including changes of speaker,
back-channel
responses, parenthetical
remarks, interruptions,
hesitations,
false starts, and basic intonational
features; the other checked the transcripts,
especially for intonation. The transcripts contained 9792 words, reflecting the
positioning of 576 figures (12 figures on six trials by eight pairs of students).
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General patterns
For a broad picture of what occurred, consider this very simple
utterances by one director for figure I on trials 1 through 6:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

series of

All right, the next one looks like a person who’s ice skating, except
they’re sticking two arms out in front.
Urn, the next one’s the person ice skating that has two arms?
The fourth one is the person ice skating, with two arms.
The next one’s the ice skater.
The fourth one’s the ice skater.
The ice skater.

As this series illustrates, directors generally referred to the location (e.g., the
fourth one) and then asserted something about the Tangram figure to be
placed in that location. On trial 1 directors always described the figure, generally with an indefinite reference (e.g., a person who’s . . .). On trials 2 through
6, in contrast, they referred to the figure with a definite description (e.g., the
ice ,skater). Directors tended to use nonstandard
noun phrases in the early
trials (e.g., this director’s trial and episodic noun phrases in trials 2 and 3)
and standard noun phrases later (e.g., the ice skater).
Partly because of these features, this director took many more words to
secure acceptance of his presentation on trial 1 than on trial 6. As predicted,
this pattern held in general. Figure 2 shows that directors used an average of
41 words per figure in trial 1 but only 8 words per figure in trial 6. This decline
is highly significant, F(1,35) = 44.31, p < .OOl. The decline was steepest from
trial 1 to trial 2 and had almost disappeared by trial 6.
The example we have cited, however, is atypical in that the director took
only one turn on each trial for this figure; it is also incomplete in that we
have omitted the matcher’s single turns. More often, the two partners took
many turns for a single placement, and as predicted, the number of turns
they needed declined from trial 1 to 6. Figure 3 shows that the director
averaged 3.7 turns per figure on trial 1 but only about one per figure by. trial
6. This trend was also highly significant, F(1,35) = 79.59, p < .OOl. So Figure
2 includes the director’s words not just from his first turn on each figure but
from all of his turns on that figure.
The director and matcher became more efficient not only from one trial
to the next, but also from the beginning to the end of each trial. Figure 4
plots the number of words per figure over the 12 spatial positions in the
arrangements for trials 1, 2, and 6. Since the figures were randomly assigned
to the positions on each trial, there is some confounding of figures with positions, but the pattern is still clear. On trial 1, there was a steep decline in
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word count (4.6 words per position) as the two partners worked from position
1 to position 12 (F(1,77) = 40.01, p < .OOl). On trials 2 and 6, there were
successively smaller declines (1 .O and .4 words per position), both also significant (F(1,77) = 5.83, 7.16, p < .05). Number of turns per figure shows a
similar pattern.
Figure 2.
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The general decline in number of words used from position 1 to position
12 is predicted by the collaborative view but also by others. By any reasonable
theory of information or reference (e.g., Olson, 1970), the fewer figures
Figure 3.
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Figure 4. Average number of words per figure used by directors on trials 1, 2, and 6
plotted by position of the figure in the array.
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

4
6
6
7
8
P
POSITION OF FIGURE IN ARRAY

lo

11

12

6

there are in the array, the less information
it should take to distinguish the
target from the remainder. In the limit, the figure in position 12 needs only
a minimal description since it is the only one left-for
example, Number 12
is the last one. Indeed, sometimes it wasn’t even mentioned.
The number of
turns should decrease by the same reasoning, as it did.
The decline from position 1 to 12, however, got smaller from trial 1 to trial
6, and that is predicted by the collaborative view but not by general theories
of information.
By the collaborative
view, as we will justify later, the two
partners come to rely on descriptions mutually accepted on previous trials,
forming shorter noun phrases accepted in fewer turns until they arrive at
optimal descriptions. This is nicely illustrated in the example cited. But as
the descriptions become optimal, they should be less influenced by the physical context. The decline from position 1 to 12 should be largest on trial 1,
when reaching acceptance takes many words, and smallest on trial 6, by
which time the two partners have preferred descriptions.
This is precisely
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what occurred. The difference in slopes between trials 1, 2, and 6 was significant (F(2,284) = 15.49, p < .OOl). By information theory, in contrast, going
from one position to the next should reduce the array size as much on trial
6 as on trial 1, hence the slopes should remain the same. This prediction is
disconfirmed.
Finally, the 12 figures also varied in difficulty, F(11,77) = 5.94, p < .OOl.
Figure B, the most difficult one, averaged 26.5 words per trial, eliciting 39.6
words on trial 1. Figure C, the easiest, averaged only 9.7 words per trial, with
24 words on trial 1.
Having sketched the global performance in this task, we now turn to details
of the referential process itself.

Collaborating

on references

Our primary goal here is a process model of how speakers and addressees
collaborate in the making of a definite reference. The collaborative
model,
as we will call it, must do more than list the devices used-trial
noun phrases,
interruptions,
continuers, and the like. It must spell out how the process of
mutual acceptance gets initiated, carried through, and completed. The process usually begins with the speaker issuing a noun phrase. But these noun
phrases come in many types, as already noted, and do no more than initiate
the process. The model must show how these noun phrases are organized as
a system and how they enter in a uniform way into the referential process as
a whole. We must resist the temptation,
engendered by the literary model of
reference, to treat standard noun phrases as genuine and all others as aberrations, for that doesn’t explain the role of any of the noun phrases in the
process.
Definite references to the Tangram figures, as noted earlier, occurred only
on trials 2 through 6. In the simplest pattern, the director would refer to a
position (e.g., Number 4) and assert which figure appeared there (is the guy
leaning against the tree), and the matcher would signal she had placed it with
okay, all right, got it, or right, as in:
A.
B.

Number
Okay.

4’s the guy leaning against the tree.

Sometimes the matcher responded with two moves, as in Okay, I’ve got it, or
with a brief confirmation
of the description plus an okay, as in Dancer, okay.
The director would then go to the next position. These all constitute what
we will call the basic exchange.
Our main interest is in the director’s use of the noun phrase for the figure
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as a whole, here the guy leaning against the tree. By the collaborative
view,
he presents it as a means for the matcher to identify the intended figure, and
she is expected to accept it. In the basic exchange, indeed, the matcher uses
her okay to assert (a) that she believes she has identified the figure correctly,
and (b) that she has placed the figure in the right location. In doing so, she
presupposes (c) that she accepts the director’s presentation,
including his
perspective on the referent. Sometimes the matcher handled these components separately. One matcher signaled her identification
a and acceptance
c, but signaled trouble with b, finding and placing the figure: Okay, urn.
Wait, just a see, just a sec. I can’t find it again. God . . . Okay, okay. So in the
basic exchange, the acceptance process is canonical: the director presents a
noun phrase, and the matcher presupposes her acceptance.
The basic exchange should only be possible when the matcher can accept
the director’s initial presentation without refashioning it. If so, basic exchanges should have occurred seldom on early trials, but often on later trials,
where they could be based on prior mutually accepted descriptions.
The
percentages of basic exchanges on trials 1 through 6 were 18, 55, 75, 80, 88,
and 84. This trend is highly significant, F(1,55) = 84.19, p < .OOl. Since the
basic exchange requires fewer words and turns than most other exchanges,
this accounts for much of the decrease in word count and turns in Figures 2
and 3.
Within the structure of the basic exchange, we can now examine the three
processes by which the two partners reached mutual acceptance of each reference-initiating,
refashioning,
and evaluating presentations.

Initiating

a reference

Suppose the director has just uttered ZVumber
noun phrase to pick out a particular figure. It
referential process gets initiated. We will call the
at that point the initial presentation.
These noun
distinct types.

4 is . . . , intending the next
is at this moment that the
first full noun phrase uttered
phrases fall into at least six

a. Elem’entary noun phrase. The director utters this type of noun phrase
in a single tone group, such as the guy leaning against the tree. Presumably,
he believes the matcher can accept it canonically. This is the type of noun
phrase that usually occurred in basic exchanges.
b. Episodic noun phrase. The director utters this type of noun phrase in
two or more easily distinguished episodes or tone groups, as in Number 7’s
the goofy guy that’s falling over, with his leg kicked up. The first episode ends
with over and is immediately followed with more of the same noun phrase in
a second episode.
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c. Installment noun phrase. The director
episodes too, but gets explicit acceptance
on, as in:
A.
B.
A.

utters this type of noun phrase in
of each installment before going

And the next one is the one with the triangle
Okay.
With the square connected to it.

to the right . . .

The director doesn’t end the first installment with a try marker, but does
indicate by his intonation that he intends to go on. His pause is effective in
getting the matcher to respond.
d. Provisional noun phrase. Often, the director presents a noun phrase he
comes to realize is inadequate-a
provisional noun phrase-and
immediately
expands on it without prompting,
as in: And the next one is also the one that
doesn’t look like anything. It’s kind of like the tree? Note that the expansion
is not part of the initial noun phrase, but comes in a new clause.
e. Dummy noun phrase. A speaker usually utters this type of noun phrase,
such as the whatchamacallit,
as a stand-in until he or his partner can produce
a more complete noun phrase. We found no dummy noun phrases in our
transcripts, though, as we noted, they are found elsewhere.
f. Proxy noun phrase. If the director pauses long enough, and if the matcher has some confidence she knows what he is about to say, she can present
all or the final part of a noun phrase by proxy, as here:
A.
B.
A.
B.

And number 12 is, uh, . . .
Chair.
With the chair, right.
Got it.

In some cases, the speaker actively solicits proxy noun phrases with what’s
the word? or you know, or by the way he or she pauses or gestures. We found
only five clear initial proxy noun phrases in our transcripts, although elsewhere we have documented
their existence in great detail (Wilkes-Gibbs,
unpublished).
Any of these six types of noun phrases can end with a try marker, as in Urn,
the next one’s the person ice skating that has two arms? With it, one partner
asks the other for an explicit verdict on the noun phrase, or installment,
before they go on. Note that try markers don’t turn assertions into questions;
this utterance doesn’t mean “Is the next one the person ice skating that has
two arms?” The noun phrase is the only element within the scope of the try
marker. With it the speaker queries whether the noun phrase is acceptable
as it stands.
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Try markers should be used for noun phrases the director is less certain
will be accepted. In our task, as it happened, it was impossible to distinguish
try markers on initial noun phrases, which almost always came at the ends
of utterances, from rising intonation for the utterances as wholes. Our directors often used rising intonation to mark utterances as members of a list, with
the final member getting a falling intonation.
Indeed, as the directors went
from trial 2 through trial 6, they used the list intonation to end steadily more
of the utterances containing their initial noun phrases, from 41% through
78%.
Each type of noun phrase is generally marked by the speaker for its status,
which reflects the speaker’s confidence in the noun phrase being produced.
Episodic, installment,
and provisional noun phrases almost always had distinctive intonation patterns in our data; dummy noun phrases have distinctive
lexical content, as with what’s-her-name;
and proxy noun phrases are identifiable by the change in speakers and often by the first speaker’s hesitation as
well. Each of these noun phrases can be modified by a try marker, by which
the speaker implies there is some possibility of a negative verdict. Truly
elementary noun phrases are identifiable by their lack of special features.
These status markings, we propose, are used by speakers to project the
next move in the acceptance process. For an analogy, consider questions and
answers as a type of adjacency pair, (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). When A asks
B a question, it is “expectable”
that B answer it in the next utterance. B’s
next utterance, of course, need not be an answer, but it is interpreted by its
relation to what is expected. The answer is the preferred response. Likewise,
an installment of a noun phrase by A projects an explicit acceptance by B;
with an added try marker, it projects an explicit verdict: accept or not accept.
These projections,
however, are unlike true adjacency pairs, in which the
first and second parts are always produced by different speakers. A provisional noun phrase by A projects an expansion by A and not by B. The moves
that we propose are projected by each noun phrase are shown in Table 1.
They are consistent with our data, though need more support. If confirmed
in further work, they become excellent evidence that the two partners tacitly
recognize they are engaged in an acceptance process.
In selecting a noun phrase, the director presumably aims at several ideals.
He prefers uttering the initial noun phrase himself. He prefers it to be elementary-not
an episodic or installment noun phrase; to be adequate, free of
errors, and uttered fluently-not
in need of refashioning; and to be no more
prolix than necessary (Grice, 1975). Elementary noun phrases should therefore be the most preferred, and proxy noun phrases the least. Our data are
consistent with this ordering though hardly definitive. Table 2 lists the percentages of initial references on trials 2 through 6 that belonged to each category;
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Table 1.

Rules of projection for next move
Projected

Table 2.

next move

Type of noun phrase

Unmarked

With

try marker

Elementary
Episodic
Installment
Provisional
Dummy
Proxy

Implicated
acceptance
Implicated
acceptance
Explicit acceptance
Self-expansion
Self-expansion
Explicit acceptance

Explicit verdict
Explicit verdict
Explicit verdict
Self-expansion
Proxy
Explicit verdict

Percentages of six types of initial noun phrases for trials 2 through 6
Trial
Type of noun phrase

2

3

4

5

6

Elementary
Episodic
Installment
Provisional
Dummy
Proxy

52
11
0
17
0
0

68
10
0
14
0
1

69
8
0
8
0
2

80
6
0
2
0
1

72
5
1
6
0
1

Description
Unclassified

17
3

7
0

12
1

9
2

14
1

N = 96 per column.

the descriptions listed are those utterances in which a figure was described
rather than identified, e.g., Okay, number 7 is like, she’s dancing. The head
is tilted. As the table shows, there were too few installment,
dummy, and
proxy noun phrases to test. But, as predicted, episodic and provisional noun
phrases, which were used only when necessary, declined and by trial 6 had
mostly disappeared (linear trend, F(1,28) = 9.02, p < .Ol). What remained
were the preferred elementary noun phrases, which increased significantly
over trials, F(1,28) = 17.02, p < .Ol.
Refashioning

a noun phrase

An initial noun phrase that isn’t acceptable
accomplished in three main ways.

must be refashioned.

This is
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a. Repair. In planning and uttering each noun phrase, speakers monitor
what they are doing and, on detecting a problem, set about repairing it
(Laver, 1973; Levelt, 1983; Schegloff et al., 1977). These self-repairs were
legion in our transcripts, as in: Urn, next one is the guy, the person with his
head to the right but his legs are, his one leg is kicked up to the left. There
were also many of what Levelt (1983) has called covert repairs, as in: Okay,
number, uh, 4 is the, is the kind of fat one with the legs to the left-er, I mean,
to the right. In repeating is the, the director might well have been repairing
something he was about to say even if we have no way of determining what.
The numbers of self-repairs on trials 1 through 6 were 85, 30, 20, 8, 7, and
6; the instances of repeated words were 47,14,10,4,7,
and 1. These declines
contribute to the decrease in word count in Figure 2.
Repairs could also be initiated by the addressee, but all of these in our
data could be classified in one of the next two categories.
b. Expansion. Once the director has completed a noun phrase, he or the
matcher may judge it to be inadequate for the purposes at hand and in need
of a phrase, clause, or sentence of expansion. If the initial noun phrase is
provisional, the director will expand on it without prompting,
as in these two
examples:
Okay, number 1 is the just kind of block-like figure with the jagged
right-hand side. The left side looks like a square.
and:
Okay, number 6 is the guy, uh, sitting
and he’s kind of leaning his head over.

down with his legs to the left,

Note that the clauses in italics are not part of the initial noun phrases, but
expansions added to improve on them, If we call the description in the initial
noun phrase x and that in its expansion y, then what the director and matcher
end up mutually accepting is the compound description x + y.
Self-expansions like these should be needed less often the more clearly the
director can formulate his initial noun phrases, and they were. The percentages of figure placements with self-expansions, under a strict,criterion,
were
25, 17, 11, 6, and 10 on trials 2 through 6. This decline also helps account
for the decrease in word count in Figure 2.
When the matcher didn’t find the director’s initial noun phrase x clear
enough, she could signal the need for an expansion y, as in this example:
A.
B.

Okay, the next one is the rabbit.
Uh-
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A.
B.

That’s asleep, you know,
pointing down?
Okay.

it looks like it’s got ears and a head

In the side sequence here, the matcher used U/z- with an extended, level
intonation to signal that she needed more description, and the director complied. Requests for expansion like this took many forms, often occurring
more than once on a single figure. Many times the matcher signaled uncertainty with a tentatively voiced urn, uh huh, or yes? as if saying, “I’m still
uncertain, so please expand on your noun phrase.” Other times she displayed
silence where a reply could have been expected-such
as at a pause after a
completed utterance.
Still other times she repeated the main part of the
director’s description with a rising intonation,
as in:
A.
B.
A.
B.

Uh, person putting a shoe on.
Putting a shoe on?
Uh huh. Facing left. Looks like he’s sitting down.
Okay.

Prompts of this latter type occurred on 15, 3, 3, 2, 1, and 1% of the figure
placements on trials 1 to 6.
Overall, matchers should have had less need to request expansions if they
had previously found a mutually acceptable description for a figure. On trial
1, 36% of the figure placements included at least one request for expansion
(counting prompts as a subtype); on trials 2 through 6, the percentages decreased to 12, 8, 3, 1, and 3. So requests for expansion also contribute to the
decrease in word count and turns in Figures 2 and 3.
The matcher herself often expanded on the director’s noun phrase, almost
always in the form of a request for confirmation,
as in this example:
A.
B.
A.
B.

Urn, third one is the guy reading with, holding his book to the left.
Okay, kind of standing up?
Yeah.
Okay.

The matcher initiated a side sequence by accepting what the director had said
so far (x) with Okay-a
postponement,
as we will call it-but
by asking him
to confirm her expansion y. Once he accepted it, the side sequence was
complete, and with her next Okay, the matcher presupposed acceptance of
the amended noun phrase x + y. Requests for confirmation,
like the other
forms of expansion, also declined over trials, occurring in 37, 12, 8, 6, 1, and
2% of the figure placements on trials 1 to 6.
Logically, at least some episodic noun phrases might be considered initiat-
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ing noun phrases plus self-expansions.
In this view the director presents an
elementary noun phrase the goofy guy that’s falling over, immediately judges
it inadequate, and then adds the restrictive phrase with his leg kicked up in
a new tone group, all before allowing the matcher to respond. So he adds an
expansion just as he does to a provisional noun phrase, but here the expansion is still part of the initial noun phrase and not a new clause. Consistent
with this view, the number of episodic noun phrases declined over trials-11 ,
10,8,6, and 5 in trials 2 through 6 (Table 2)-just
as other forms of expansion
did.
c. Replacement.
Once the director had finished his noun phrase, the
matcher could reject it and present a noun phrase of her own, which we will
call a replacement. The following is one example:
A.

B.
A.
B.

Okay, and the next one is the person that looks like they’re carrying something and it’s sticking out to the left. It looks like a hat
that’s upside down.
The guy that’s pointing to the left again?
Yeah, pointing to the left, that’s it!, (laughs)
Okay.

Since the director’s noun phrase x was still unacceptable,
the matcher presented a description z from an alternative perspective, which the director
then accepted. Indeed, the director took up her replacement on the next trial
when he said, And the next one’s the guy pointing to the left. Replacements
are different from expansions. In presenting z, the matcher was rejecting x
and replacing it with z, expressing a different description and not merely an
additional one. What the two of them accepted in the end wasn’t x + z, but
simply 2.
Most replacements in our transcripts included try markers, as in this example. With the demands of the task, it was rare for a matcher to have a strong
enough hypothesis to make a replacement.
Also, then, replacements by the
matcher shouldn’t be that prevalent. They occurred on only 10, 5, 0, 2, 2,
and 0% of the figure placements in trials 1 through 6.
Passing judgment

on presentations

A presentation,
expansion, or replacement
judged acceptable or unacceptable.
That
methods.

that is put forward needs to be
can be accomplished
by three

a. Acceptance. Once one person has presented a noun phrase, his or her
partner can presuppose acceptance by continuing on to the next contribution,
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aswhen the matcher completes the basic exchangewith Okay. Or the partner
can assertacceptance,as in the last example, when the director replied Yeah
to the matcher’s trial replacement. Both types occurred in our transcripts.
b. Rejection. A partner can reject a noun phrase either directly or by
implication. The clearest rejections are asserted, as in Oh, the ice skater?
followed by Y-er, rzo. Implicated rejections can also be clear, as when the
matcher made the replacement The guy that’s pointing to the left again? Face
to face, a partner can offer other signals, like quizzical looks, which should
also be effective.
c. Postponement. The partner can also signal that she acceptsthe presentation so far but is postponing final judgment until it is expanded, as with a
tentatively voiced Okay.
The matcher can also render verdicts by interrupting the director, but
then she is generally signaling more than mere acceptanceor rejection. Here
is one example:
A. Okay, our kneeling person with the hook on theB.
Okay.
A. [ -left side.
Although the matcher may simply have suffered from mistiming, she was
more likely signaling that she didn’t need such an extensive description or
any further qualifications (see Jefferson, 1973, p. 59).
The acceptance process

As these results demonstrate, the acceptanceprocessis played out in conversation, as in other human affairs, as a series of steps. It takes at least two
such steps-a presentation and its acceptance-but it may take more. With
the devices summarized in Table 3, the possibilities are, indeed, unlimited.
The basic process, which might be called the acceptance cycle, consists of
a presentation plus its verdict. Let X, y, and z stand for noun phrasesor their
emendations. A presents x and then B evaluates it. If the verdict is not
positive, then A or B must refashion that presentation. That person can
offer: a repair x’ , an expansiony, or a replacement z. The refashionedpresentation, whether x’, x + y, or z, is evaluated, and so on. Acceptance cycles
apply iteratively, with one repair, expansion, or replacement after another,
until a noun phrase is mutually accepted.With that, A and B take the process
to be complete.
A positive verdict from B alone, however, may not bring the processimmediately to completion, since A may not be satisfied that B has understood
A’s reference. This leads to what we will call follow-ups, turns initiated imme-
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Table 3.

Mutual

acceptance

Initiating

as a recursive

a reference,

a noun

present x1 or
invite x1
present x1

phrase

If xi is inadequate,

present revision xi or
expansion yi or
replacement
2; or
request xi, yi, or I~

If an xi, yl, or zi is requested,
If x:, yi, or zr is presented,

present x:, yi, or z,
let x, + , = xi, x, + yi, or 2,

Concluding
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process

If an x1 is invited,

a reference

If x, is adequate,
If x, is adequate

diately after one partner
A.
B.
A.
B.

process

a reference

To initiate

Refashioning

as a collaborative

and accepted,

accept n,
conclude mutual

acceptance

has accepted the noun phrase, as here:

The first one’s the one I said looked
Okay.
You’ve got that one, right?
Yeah.

like a rabbit last time.

Sometimes follow-ups
seemed to have been’ initiated because the director
couldn’t tell whether the matcher’s okay meant “I understand you so far” or
“I have identified the figure and have placed it in my array.” Other times
they came on the heels of an error or confusion in the previous trial; the
director had good reason for seeking reassurance. Still other times they were
initiated because the director didn’t seem satisfied with his description, even
though the matcher had accepted it, as in:
A.
B.
A.
B.

Okay, the next one looks, is the one with the person standing
one leg with the tail.
Okay.
Looks like an ice skater.
Yeah, okay.

on
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On all later trials, this director referred to the figure as an ice skater.
Follow-up sequences may be a good indicator of the director’s confidence
in the accuracy of their mutual beliefs about the referent. As this would
suggest, the number of follow-ups decreased with successive acceptances for
each figure. The percentages of figure placements with follow-ups on trials 1
through 6 were 35, 12, 6, 6, 1, and 5.
A mutual acceptance, once reached, can also later be reconsidered. Recall
that the goal of the acceptance process is to establish the mutual belief that
the listener has understood what the speaker meant. Once a mutual acceptance has been arrived at, many things can shake those beliefs. The mutual
acceptance might have been premature or mistaken, and all it takes to revoke
it is some. reason for thinking it was in error. Mutual acceptances were reconsidered in several cases in our task.
Minimizing

collaborative

effort

In classical theories of least effort (e.g., Brown, 1958; Brown & Lenneberg,
1954; Krauss & Glucksberg, 1977; Olson, 1970; Zipf, 1935), speakers try to
utter the shortest noun phrases that will enable their addressees to pick out
the referent in context. These theories tacitly assume that speakers work
alone, again a literary model of reference with all its problems for conversation. Still there seems to be minimization
of effort in conversation.
Our
proposal is that speakers and addressees try to minimize collaborative effort,
the work both speakers and addressees do from the initiation of the referential process to its completion.
The principle of least collaborative
effort, as
we shall call it, is needed to account for many features of the acceptance
process.
In the collaborative
model there is a trade-off in effort between initiating
the noun phrase and refashioning it. The more effort a speaker puts into the
initial noun phrase, in general, the less refashioning it is likely to need. Why
don’t speakers always put in enough effort to avoid refashioning? There are
three main reasons.
1. Time pressure. Speakers may realize they cannot design the ideal noun
phrase in the time allowed. So (a) they may be forced to invite or accept a
proxy noun phrase rather than have addressees wait for them to plan their
own. Or (b) they may have to use a dummy or provisional noun phrase to
give themselves time to plan a better description,
which they offer in an
immediate expansion. Or (c) they may utter a noun phrase and, finding it
inadequate so far, amend it in a second episode.
2. Complexity. Speakers may realize that the noun phrase they are design-
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ing is too complex to be easily understood, so they present it in installments.
3. Ignorance. Speakers may realize that they don’t know enough to decide
what addressees would accept anyway, so they are forced into trial and error.
They try out a description and leave it to the addressees to refashion if it isn’t
acceptable. This is one origin of try markers.
The six types of initial noun phrases, each modifiable by a try marker, are
therefore devices that enable speakers to deal with these three constraints
and yet minimize collaborative
effort.
The devices used in refashioning are also designed to minimize collaborative effort. Take repair. As Schegloff et al. (1977) noted, repairs are subject
to two strong preferences: speakers prefer to repair their own utterances
rather than let interlocutors
do it; and speakers prefer to initiate their own
repairs rather than let interlocutors
prompt them to do it. These preferences
have several consequences. One is that speakers repair their own utterances
as soon as they detect problems (Levelt, 1983). This way they minimize the
time a potential misunderstanding
is on the floor. Speakers also avert potential exchanges as the interlocutor
tries to correct the misunderstanding.
That
minimizes the number of exchanges needed before mutual acceptance. Together, the two preferences help minimize collaborative
effort.
Or take expansion and replacement.
As with repairs, speakers prefer to
make their own expansions unprompted,
as in provisional noun phrases and
continuations of episodic noun phrases. As for the addressees, they could in
principle respond to every noun phrase they didn’t understand with What?
but that wouldn’t be very informative.
For collaborative
efficiency they try
to pinpoint their problem. When possible, they prompt specific expansions
(e.g., Putting a shoe on?), offer their own expansions (e.g., Kind of standing
up?), or offer replacements (e.g., The guy that’s pointing to the left again?).
They also answer speakers’ queries. So addressees minimize collaborative
effort by indicating
quickly and informatively
what is needed for mutual
acceptance.
The canonical reference is also predicted by least collaborative
effort. In
it speakers present an elementary noun phrase and addressees presuppose
their acceptance. That is, it consists of a minimal noun phrase (not complex
enough to warrant installments)
and no extra exchanges. So the canonical
reference is preferred because it minimizes effort by both parties.
The principles of least effort and of least collaborative
effort, therefore,
make very different predictions.
Least effort predicts that every reference is
made with (a) a standard (literary) noun phrase that (b) is as short as possible
and yet (c) specifies the referent uniquely in that context. Least collaborative
effort predicts that references can be made with (a) nonstandard,
nonliterary
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noun phrases, (b) with ones the speakerbelieves are nof adequatein context,
and (c) with devices that draw addresseesinto the process. In particular, it
predicts trade-offs between effort in initial noun phrasesand effort in refashioning. It predicts preferences for self-repair and self-initiated repair. It predicts expansions and replacements, and informative requests for expansion.
And it predicts a preference for canonical references. On all these counts the
evidence favors least collaborative effort.
Perspective

and change in perspective

So far we have outlined the how of referring. We have argued that it is an
acceptanceprocessin which the two partners establish the mutual belief that
the listener has understood the speaker’s reference.
But we also have evidencefor the what of referring-what the two partners
mutually accept in the referential process. Recall the director on trial 1 who
described figure I this way: All right, the next one looks like a person who’s
ice skating, except they’re sticking two arms out in front. In so doing he took
a particular perspective on the figure-that it looks like a person, that the
person is ice skating, that the person is sticking his arms out-and got the
matcher to accept it. But he couldn’t have got the matcher to accept just any
perspective he happened to think of. He assumedsome perspectives should
be easy to establish, and others difficult. And by trial 6 the same director had
simplified this perspective to the ice skater (cf. Carroll, 1980). Why?
Our proposal is that the perspectivespeople mutually accept, and the way
these changeover time, are also constrained by the push to minimize collaborative effort. Our evidence, though limited to the Tangram task, supports
several qualitative predictions.
Establishing

a common

perspective

When should a speaker initiate a definite reference? Very roughly, he must
believe that the referent is mutually identifiable to him and his addressee
from their common ground (Clark & Marshall, 1981; Hawkins, 1978). In
principle, then, the director just cited could have initiated a definite reference
on trial 1 by saying All right, the next one IS THE ONE THAT looks like a
person who’s ice skating, except they’re sticking two arms out in front. After
all, he knew the two sets of figures were identical and common ground. In a
pilot experiment with pictures of six common animals, many directors did
just that, aswith Number 4 is the zebra and Number 5 is the bear. The director
just cited, however, did not, nor did any of the others. Why not?
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In each referential process the director and matcher must find a perspective
they can mutually accept for current purposes. Should they view figure I as
an ice skater, a ballerina, a person leaning left with a tail, or a person with
a leg sticking out back-each
of which occurred in our transcripts? Although
they can presuppose common, general-purpose
perspectives for such everyday objects as tables, dogs, and ants, they cannot for our Tangram figures.
For each of these hey need to take special steps at the first mention to
establish a comma I perspective. If that takes more collaborative effort than
the director believes possible on trial 1, he shouldn’t refer to the figures but
try first to establish a common perspective. That is precisely what the directors did.
On trial 1 the directors always described the figures. The descriptions were
of four main types, as exemplified here (the critical features in italics):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Resemblance. Okay, urn, number 7 kind of looks like a, a fat person, sitting down, uh, with his legs or knees to his right. [figure H]
Categorization.
Okay, the next one, uh, is a diamond on top with,
urn, a thing that looks like a ripped up square. [figure J]
Attribution.
And the second one has a triangle pointing to the left,
in the bottom left-hand corner, . . . [figure B]
Action. Okay, the next one is pointing right. [figure J]

So on trial 1, in effect, the two partners reached mutual acceptance on how
each figure was to be viewed.
After trial 1, by contrast, they used identificational
statements with definite
references on 89% of the initial utterances for each figure, as in Urn, the next
one’s the person ice skating that has two arms ?. Only seven times (five on trial
2 and one each on trials 3 and 6) did they categorize a figure (is an X) where
they might be expected to identify it (is the X). There were good reasons for
each, such as being in error the trial before, changing perspective, and not
having been described before.
So on trial 1, we suggest, the directors described the Tangram figures
because they couldn’t count on a common perspective, and to presuppose
one in making a definite reference would have cost too much in collaborative
effort.
Bases for reference
When the director cited earlier got the matcher to accept that figure I “looks
like a person who’s ice skating, except they’re sticking two arms out in front,”
he established a possible basis for later references whether he intended to or
not. On trial 2, indeed, he exploited the previous acceptance in presenting
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the person ice skating that has two arms? Yet on trial 1 he established other
possible bases as well, since on trial 2 he could have offered the figure that
was number 3 last time.
These two bases correspond to two main categories of definite descriptions
in our transcripts. The references in the first category were based on previously established perspectives, as in the rabbit [figure E], the person with his arms
up [figure C], and even your monk and my machine-gun [figure D] when the
two partners hadn’t come to a common perspective (see Perrault & Cohen,
1981). The references in the second category were based on procedures associated with the making of the previous reference, such as mistakes (the one
we got confused on last time), failures to find satisfactory perspectives (the
one that doesn’t look like anything), and position on the list (the first one from
last time).
Which basis for reference should be preferred? Most objects have both
permanent or enduring properties, such as shape, color, and personal identity,
and temporary properties,
such as location, orientation,
and time of first
notice. With a definite reference the speaker is usually trying to get the
addressee to reidentify an object as the same as one he had identified before
(see Strawson, 1965). For this, the permanent properties ought to be more
effective. They are salient, distinctive of each figure, a highly recognizable
part of common ground, and therefore easy to exploit in reaching mutual
acceptance. In contrast, temporary properties are susceptible to change from
one act of identification
to the next and so may be easily confused (see also
Glucksberg et al., 1975). If the two partners are trying to minimize collaborative effort on a reference, they should prefer permanent properties.
Our transcripts bear out this prediction. Overall, 90% of the references
were based solely on such permanent properties as shape and appearance;
2% were based solely on more temporary procedural experiences like position on list, mistakes, and failures; and 7% involved some combination
of
these. Procedural experiences were resorted to only when more permanent
properties weren’t readily available.
Literal

and analogical

perspectives

Another prediction from minimizing collaborative effort is that people should
prefer certain perspectives to others as bases for their references. An object
(such as a bed) can usually be viewed either as a whole or as a juxtaposition
of parts (a headboard, foot, mattress, pillow, etc.). Getting a definite description (and the perspective it imposes) accepted should take less collaborative
effort if the common perspective the partners try to establish is holistic, in
which the object is conceived of as a whole, than if it is segmental, in which
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the object is conceived of as segments that happen to be juxtaposed. Accepting a perspective on the whole establishes perspectives on each part, but not
vice versa. All other things being equal, the partners should prefer holistic
to segmental perspectives.
The perspectives actually taken on our Tangram figures are consistent with
this prediction.
They were of two quite different kinds. The analogical
perspectives focused on the resemblances of the figures to natural objects, as
in these three examples:
Number 2 is, uh, it looks like a person, uh, sitting with his legs under him.
Number 5 looks like a girl dancing sort of.
The next one looks like a person meditating.
Of these, 84% were introduced with looks like or resembles, and, as befits
their character, 42% were hedged with sort of kind of, or something like.
The literal perspectives focused on the literal features of the figures-their
geometric parts and relations, as in these two examples:
Urn, it’s a, oh, hexagonic shape, and then on the bottom right side it
has this diamond.
Number 1 has a diamond on the top and a square. The left side is, urn,
like a rectangle shape, and the right side is cut off.
Fully 89% of these were introduced with is or has, and only 4% carried
hedges.
The analogical perspectives tended to be holistic, and the literal ones segmental. In the analogical perspectives the pieces of the figure were tied together with concepts like “person meditating”
or “person sitting with his legs
under him,” whereas in the literal perspectives the geometric pieces were
merely juxtaposed.
If there is a preference for holistic over segmental
perspectives, analogical perspectives should be given priority, and they were.
The strategy most often adopted on trial 1 was to introduce an analogical
perspective, as if that was the way the director saw the figure, and then, so
the matcher could identify the right figure, to add a literal perspective, as
here:
Okay. All right. The next one looks kind of like, urn, a candle that’s
burning? It’s got a diamond for the top, except it’s got something sticking out of it to the side. It’s got just a diamond sticking up at the top
and then one long column that has something sticking out to the left.
[figure D]
Of the 80 times an analogical perspective was introduced on trial 1, it came
first or alone 93% of the time; when there were parts (54 of 80 references),
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whether analogical or geometric, they came afterward 89% of the time. On
trial 1, 42% of the figures were described from both perspectives, but by trial
6, 77% of the definite references were built on analogical perspectives alone,
and only 19% contained literal elements. Overall, only 17 of our 576 figure
placements didn’t carry some form of analogical depiction (see Cohen, 1985,
for similar examples). The push toward holistic perspectives was very strong
indeed.
Changes in perspective
If the two partners are trying to minimize collaborative
effort, they should
refine perspectives in predictable ways. For the director cited earlier, the
perspective first taken on figure I, that it “looks like a person who’s ice
skating, except they’re sticking two arms out in front,” got simplified by trial
6 to “ice skater.”
The refinements in perspective in our transcripts were of two main typessimplification
and, less often, narrowing. With simplification,
certain details
were omitted, as in these successive references to figure C:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Okay, the-number
7 looks like, sort of like an angel flying away
or something. It’s got two arms.
Okay, the seventh one, urn, looks like someone, looks like the
angel flying away, or that’s what I said last time.
Fourth one is the, uh, flying one.
Fifth one is the one that looks like an angel.
Urn, the second one is the angel one.
Sixth one’s the angel.

The first thing omitted was mention of the arms, followed by mention of its
being an angel, which was then reintroduced
with no more mention of it
flying. With narrowing, the focus of a perspective was narrowed to just one
part of a figure. The focus could move onto a central part (corresponding
to
the head noun in the previous description),
as when Number 3’s the graduate
at the podium was refined to Number 11’s the graduate. Or it could move
onto a peripheral, but distinctive part, as when Okay, the first one’s the guy
in a sleeping bag was refined to Sleeping bag (cf. Carroll, 1980).
Now a holistic perspective on an object may still reflect either complex or
simple categories. Figure I was categorized in our transcripts by one director
(a) as a “person with a leg sticking out back,” and by another (b) as a
“ballerina. ” Although both categories are holistic, the first is specified with
several concepts-being
a person, having a leg stick out, and having it stick
out back-whereas
the second is specified with a single encompassing con-
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cept-being
a ballerina. The first one will be called a multinary category, and
the second a unitary category.
All other things being equal, mutual acceptance should take fewer steps
on one concept than on many, so the two partners should prefer unitary
categories to multinary categories. They did. With simplification,
multinary
concepts like “angel flying away with two arms” were refined to unitary ones
like “angel,” or at least to less complex multinary ones. The same happened
with narrowing. These two refinements, of course, also lead to the shortening
of noun phrases. Here, then, is another major source for the shortening in
this and previous studies of repeated references.
In summary, the changes in repeated references can be viewed in part as
an outgrowth of the collaborative
process. Trying to minimize collaborative
effort, the director shunned definite references for mere descriptions on trial
1. Likewise, in initiating references on trials 2 through 6, he tended to opt
for holistic over segmental perspectives, for permanent over temporary features, and for unitary over multinary categories.
Speaking generally
Participants in conversation,
we have demonstrated,
work together even in
such a basic process as the making of a definite reference. Our proposal,
more generally, is that they take for granted this principle:
Principle of mutual responsibility.
The participants in a conversation try
to establish, roughly by the initiation
of each new contribution,
the
mutual belief that the listeners have understood what the speaker meant
in the last utterance to a criterion sufficient for current purposes.

With definite reference their attempts take the form of an acceptance process.
The speaker initiates the process by presenting one of at least five types of
noun phrases or by inviting a sixth. Both speaker and addressees may repair,
expand on, or replace this noun phrase in iterative fashion until they arrive
at a version they mutually accept. In this process they try to minimize collaborative effort, presenting and refashioning these noun phrases as efficiently
as possible. One result is that the preferred form of reference is the one in
which the speaker presents an elementary noun phrase and the addressees
presuppose their acceptance of it without taking an extra turn.
The principle of mutual responsibility,
however, places two important caveats on this process. The mutual belief is to be established “roughly by the
initiation of each new contribution”
and “to a criterion sufficient for current
purposes.” Although our findings don’t bear directly on these caveats, we
think they are crucial.
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The criterion

problem

In our proposal the participants aren’t trying to assure perfect understanding
of each utterance but only understanding
“to a criterion sufficient for current
purposes. ” What are these purposes, and how much is sufficient?
Some conversational
purposes are broad and dictate a generally high or
low criterion for understanding.
Suppose A is telling B where he lives. If B’s
purpose is to be able to get to his house, she will set her criterion high. If it
is merely to break the ice at a party, she will set it low. We have all endured,
at a low criterion, people who have talked about each of six children and
their families, none of whom we care a whit about. The speaker and addressee may even set discrepant criteria, as when a parent talks to a child.
In our task the two partners presumably both set their criteria high, since
they were trying to get each figure placed without error before going on. That
is one reason they were so diligent in reaching acceptances, often explicit
ones.
Even in situations of low or discrepant criteria, however, the ground rules
of mutual responsibility
are still in force. The participants mutually accept
each contribution,
at least tacitly, before going on to the next. Granted, they
may often be play-acting their parts. Yet even in these conversations we
should find coordinating signals such as back-channel responses and try markers (though perhaps distributed more unevenly), however insincere they
may be. And speakers should feel they are being understood well enough
even when they are not.
Many purposes in conversation,
however, change moment by moment as
the two people tolerate more or less uncertainty about the listener’s understanding of the speaker’s references. The heavier burden usually falls on the
listener, since she is in the best position to assess her own comprehension.
When the speaker utters I just found the keys, marking the noun phrase as
an elementary (rather than a provisional or trial) presentation, the listener is
under strong pressure to accept it. After all, the speaker marked it as elementary, so he must believe it to be adequate for current purposes. If she rejects
it, she risks offending him by indicating that it wasn’t adequate. She also risks
revealing her own incompetence
if indeed it should have been adequate.
Finally, like the speaker, the listener wants to minimize collaborative effortto avoid extra steps in the acceptance process-and
that, too, puts pressure
on her to accept. All this encourages her to tolerate a certain lack of understanding, even to feign understanding
when it is not justified. She may do
this trusting that the holes will be filled in later, or that they won’t have
serious consequences.
The listener must tolerate uncertainty anyway. Although the two parties
might like to mutually accept each element second by second as they proceed,
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this ideal is impractical.
Certain definite references, for example, cannot be
understood
until the speaker has completed his utterance. In Although he
doesn’t know it yet, we are buying a new bicycle for Harry, the referents for
he and it cannot be identified until Harry has been uttered. It would be
premature of the addressee to ask Who doesn’t know what? after the first
clause. The natural place to ask such questions is immediately after the utterance is complete.
In this view the two partners assume a unit of conversation we have called
the contribution.
It consists, minimally,
of the utterance of one sentence on
the topic of conversation, where the sentence can be full or elliptical, or even
a quasi-sentence like Coffee, please. But to become a contribution
the utterance has to be mutually accepted before the initiation of the next contribution, and that process may require repairs, expansions, and replacements of
all or part of the initial presentation.
Indeed, as Schegloff et al. (1977) have
shown, speakers are usually allowed to present utterances without being interrupted. The place their partners initiate most repairs and expansions and
offer most replacements is immediately after the presentation and before the
next contribution is initiated. It is for this reason that allowing a new contribution to proceed is tantamount
to a mutual acceptance of the old one.
Modes of language use
Conversation,
though fundamental,
isn’t the only site of language use. There
are novels, newspapers, and letters-literary
uses-as well as radio and television broadcasts, sermons, tape-recorded messages, large lectures, and many
others. In these circumstances the participants may not have full access to
one another and hence cannot adhere to the principle of mutual responsibility
as it has evolved for conversation. The principle may get weakened or modified in various ways. Precisely how it is weakened or modified defines a
family of language modes. In this paper we have described one such mode,
the collaborative
mode, but there are many others. We shall mention just a
few.
In many circumstances, as in literary forms, lectures, and radio broadcasts,
writers and speakers are distant from their addressees in place, time, or both.
They might be assumed to adhere to a weakened version of mutual responsibility:
Principle of distant responsibility:
The speaker or writer tries to make
sure, roughly by the initiation of each new contribution,
that the addressees should have been able to understand his meaning in the last
utterance to a criterion sufficient for current purposes.
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How people adhere to the principle should depend on whether they are
speaking or writing, and whether the product is extemporaneousor planned.
In spontaneousspeechwithout concurrent listeners, speakersstill monitor
what they say (Level& 1983) and can therefore change course in the process
of making a reference. If so, they should still (a) initiate the process with
elementary, episodic, provisional, and dummy noun phrases and (b) repair,
expand, and even replace their initial noun phrases.It is just that they do all
this without feedback from listeners. In a study by Levelt (1983),people were
asked to describecomplex spatial networks into a tape recorder. As expected,
they produced large numbers of what we have called repairs, expansions, and
replacements. This is typical of such monologues (see also Goffman, 1981;
Maclay & Osgood, 1959). On the other hand, people don’t shorten their
repeated references as much when speaking into a tape recorder (Krauss &
Weinheimer, 1966).
Writers with time to plan, edit, and rewrite, however, should satisfy their
responsibilities to readers by eliminating everything but elementary proposals, and many writers do. Others retain a sprinkling of provisional noun
phrases, repairs, expansions, and replacements apparently to affect a spontaneous style or for other rhetorical effects. So here are two noncollaborative
modes, one spontaneousand one planned, both the result of adhering to the
principle of distant responsibility.
There may be several collaborative modes. In a study by Cohen (1985),
pairs of people were recorded as they (a) spoke over a telephone hookup or
(b) typed messagesthat were stimultaneously displayed on both their own
and their partner’s computer terminals. The task was for one partner to
instruct the other in how to assemble a water pump. In both environments
the two partners used methods we have argued are part of the acceptance
process. But, as Cohen demonstrated, the partners with spoken accessused
much finer-grained methods than those in the keyboard condition. An instructor on the telephone, for example, was more likely to ask his or her
partner explicitly to identify a referent before they went on. On the keyboard,
the two partners couldn’t go as quickly, use nuances of intonation, or interrupt each other with such precise timing, so they apparently adapted their
collaborative techniques to fit the limitations. How people adapt to such
constraints in general is an open question.
Social factors also govern the collaborative mode. An army private being
dresseddown by a commanding officer is simply not allowed to interrupt or
offer the feedback usually found among equals. Yet the officer can interrupt
the private, request confirmations, offer replacements, and do much else. In
a study by Ragan (1983), interviewers of job applicants initiated many side
sequences,whereas the applicants never did. Further, applicants were much
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more likely than interviewers
to qualify statements, revealing uncertainty
about the adequacy of their presentations,
and to seek acceptance with you
know. So the form that collaboration
takes is also adapted to certain social
constraints. How the participants make these adaptations has yet to be established.
Participants in a conversation, we have argued, are mutually responsible
for establishing what the speaker meant. Definite reference is only one part
of that process. They must collaborate, in one way or another, on most or
perhaps all other parts of speaker’s meaning as well. Collaboration
may take
one form for word denotation,
another for demonstrative
reference, a third
for assertions, and so on, yet there should be commonalities.
The techniques
documented
for definite reference are likely useful for other parts of the
speaker’s meaning too.
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Au tours d’ une conversation,
les interlocuteurs
travaillent
ensemble pour construire
une reference
dtfinie.
Dans le modele propose,
le locuteur initie le processus en presentant
un syntagme nominal. Avant de passer
a la contribution
suivante,
les participants,
si cela est necessaire,
corrigent,
developpent
ou remplacent
ce
syntagme
nominal au tours d’un processus iteratif jusqu’a ce que soit atteinte une version
que tout deux
acceptent.
En faisant cela ils essaient de minimiser
l’effort conjoint.
La procedure
prefer&e consiste pour le
locuteur a presenter
un syntagme nominal simple et pour l’allocuteur
d’accepter
ce syntagme
en dormant le
feu vert pour l’echange
suivant. Nous decrivons
une tache de communication
au cours de laquelle deux
personnes
discutent I’agencement
de figures complexes
et nous montrons
comment
le modele propose rend
compte de nombreux
traits des references produites.
Le modele decoule, selon notre suggestion,
de la responsabilite mutuelle que les participants
prennent pour que soit compris chaque enonce durant la conversation.

